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1          Proceedings - Wednesday, June 12, 2019

2                            ***

3      (Out of the presence and hearing of the jury.)

4                           ***

5         THE COURT:  Just a couple of preliminary

6 matters.  With respect to the media, no filming or

7 photographing of witnesses on the stand if they express

8 their desire not to be filmed.  Thank you.

9         With respect to the defendants' motion for a

10 mistrial, that's denied.  Their motion to reconsider the

11 Court's ruling with respect to the mistrial is also

12 denied.

13         All right.  Anything from either party before I

14 bring the jury out?  Plaintiffs?

15         MR. PLAKAS:  No, your Honor.

16         MR. HOLMAN:  No, your Honor.

17         THE COURT:  All right.

18         MR. PLAKAS:  Separation of witnesses, Your

19 Honor.

20         MR. PANZA:  Just checking.

21         THE COURT:  Okay.

22                            ***

23      (Within the presence and hearing of the jury.)

24                           ***

25         THE COURT:  Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen.
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1         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

2         THE COURT:  Before counsel gives their opening

3 statement, I thought it would be appropriate to let you

4 know why you are still here.

5         This case was bifurcated, meaning that it was

6 split into two phases.  During the first phase of the

7 trial, you were to decide if the defendants were at

8 fault, and if they were, what amount of compensatory

9 damages should be awarded to the plaintiffs for the

10 harms and the losses they suffered.

11         Last Friday you determined that the defendants

12 were in fact at fault, and you arrived at an amount, a

13 dollar amount that you felt represented an amount of

14 compensation for the harms and losses that the

15 plaintiffs suffered as a result of the defendants'

16 conduct.

17         When a jury awards those compensatory damages on

18 claims of defamation or intentional interference with

19 business relations or intentional infliction of

20 emotional distress, the law permits that same jury then

21 to consider whether or not punishment damages, called

22 punitive damages, should be awarded against the

23 defendant.  So during this second phase, you will only

24 hear evidence relevant to that issue.  We do not expect

25 this to take more than two days.  Okay?
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1         So 20 minutes for opening statement,

2 approximately?

3         MR. PLAKAS:  Approximately, Your Honor.

4         THE COURT:  All right.  Remember opening

5 statements are not evidence.  Hold on just until we get

6 the notebooks.

7         Attorney Plakas.

8         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

9         Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think one

10 last time.

11         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

12         MR. PLAKAS:  First off, thank you for your

13 commitment and understanding for this last month, for

14 your understanding in the importance of the case in both

15 of its phases.

16         It drives me crazy and probably -- I hope it

17 doesn't drive you crazy -- to have to go through a month

18 and, for example, come yesterday and be sent home

19 because of things that have to occur.  Although it

20 drives me crazy, again, I hope it doesn't take away from

21 your focus as to the national importance of this case.

22         So to add to what Judge Miraldi said, you may be

23 asking yourself, why are we back here?  You know, we

24 took it to heart when we told you about your power and

25 importance in terms of the justice system.  You took it
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1 to heart when you recognized the devastating loss to the

2 Gibson family.  And in your mind, you are probably

3 saying, "Gee, we issued a significant verdict.  Why do

4 we have to come back?"  And you may say, "We're proud of

5 our verdict."  And I pray that you were.  And on the way

6 out, maybe you did as I ask that you do every day, you

7 looked up and recognized Lady Justice.  And so you say,

8 "We've done our job.  Why are we back here?"

9         So let's very quickly talk about that.  We

10 started this case by, I think, all agreeing on basic

11 principles.  There can be no crime without appropriate

12 responsibility and punishment.  In our country, no one

13 can expect or demand special treatment.  And in our

14 country, the fabric of our country would fall apart if

15 in fact you're a victim who tries to stop or protect

16 against crime, you're retaliated against.  Those

17 principles at the beginning of the case are still the

18 principles that carry us into this next phase of the

19 case.

20         So here's what we expect, just to give you an

21 idea of what will be done today.  It's my expectation

22 that we will be done today, at least in terms of the

23 attorneys.  In terms of the procedure, we're going to

24 call three or four short witnesses.  And I know you look

25 at me, say, "Plakas, I've heard this thing about short
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1 before."  But I think those three or four witnesses will

2 be, you know, 15, 20 minutes long, max, and I think

3 there's going to be some additional exhibits or

4 evidence.

5         And what I'm going to try to do now and at the

6 end of the case, we're going to try to summarize how

7 these witnesses, how this additional testimony fits

8 together with the other pieces of the puzzle.  So the

9 good news/bad news is, you are going to hear more from

10 me than all of our three or four witnesses combined.

11 The reason I'm doing that is because part of this puzzle

12 takes some of the information that was previously

13 presented to you, fits it with additional information,

14 and whatever -- whatever missing pieces there were in

15 that puzzle, we put it together for you.  So rather than

16 going through, obviously, a month of testimony and

17 exhibits, we're going to summarize those things, we're

18 going to highlight those things, and we're going to do

19 it very briefly now and at the end.

20         So that brings us to, again, why we're here.

21 Judge Miraldi already explained to you that in the first

22 phase of the case, it's compensatory damages.  And that

23 is the recognition of what the Gibsons lost and their

24 compensation.

25         Punitive damages -- and they're called punitive
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1 and exemplary damages.  The reason the word exemplary is

2 used is because it means setting an example.  So

3 punitive or exemplary damages are intended as a

4 deterrence or discouragement against these actions.  And

5 interestingly, you will hear it's not only a deterrence

6 or discouragement to prevent Oberlin College from acting

7 this way in the future against anybody, but it's

8 punitive or exemplary damages are also intended as a

9 deterrent or discouragement to prevent any other

10 institution from committing similar acts.

11         So even though the punitive damage phase here

12 protects the Gibsons in terms of their relationships

13 with Oberlin College in the future, the most important

14 part, or the equally important part, is that any

15 determination you make as to punitive damages actually

16 protects everybody else in our country, in our state, in

17 our community, protects them to ensure they don't have

18 to go through what the Gibsons went through.

19         So it's punishment and, most importantly to me

20 in our case, in our nation, discouragement or deterrent.

21 And why is that deterrent and discouragement so

22 important?  And that is because defamatory words in our

23 country have become weapons.  Defamatory words can be as

24 damaging as guns that shoot bullets.  And many

25 commentators say they can be even more damaging, because
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1 a bullet, as long as it doesn't kill you, can be removed

2 or treated.  Defamatory words are, in some people's

3 minds, more damaging than bullets, because once you are

4 defamed, there is no surgical procedure to remove that

5 defamation.

6         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, if I could approach with

7 an objection.

8         THE COURT:  Okay.

9                            ***

10        (A sidebar discussion was had as follows.)

11                           ***

12         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, as you know, we believe

13 that the libel claims are not appropriate to be in the

14 punitive stage.

15         THE COURT:  I ruled otherwise.

16         MS. ZIDAR:  Okay.  I just want to make sure the

17 record is clear.

18         THE COURT:  The record is clean.  I don't want

19 you to interrupt his opening anymore on this issue.

20         MS. ZIDAR:  I appreciate that.

21                            ***

22              (The sidebar discussion ended.)

23                           ***

24         MR. PLAKAS:  So hopefully we will be done today.

25 We will continue.
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1         So that's why this case is attracting the

2 attention.  Words are weapons.  And our society, with

3 the internet, those words become permanent injuries.

4         So that's why in this proceeding, rather than

5 focusing on the compensatory damages -- and you walked

6 out of here and you were proud of your verdict, you

7 said, we did that.  But compensatory damages are a

8 different sort of justice.

9         And you saw -- you saw in your jury instructions

10 economic and non-economic.  In some ways, those

11 compensatory damages and all of those issues that you

12 went through, they're easier to -- they have no

13 guideposts.  You heard -- I've told you -- excuse me if

14 you've already heard it.  You heard all the economic

15 minutia, the discount rate, all those other things.  And

16 because of all of those details, the compensatory

17 damages, in many people's minds, are easier to attack or

18 claim that they should at some point in time be subject

19 to further review or adjustment.

20         Punitive damages are a different beast, If you

21 will.  And because of the deterrence and discouragement

22 effect, the one thing that you will hear in this portion

23 of the case that was forbidden in the first part, is the

24 wealth of the defendant, the resources of the defendant.

25 And why is that important?  Because everything is
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1 relative.

2         And if in fact, as part of compensatory damages,

3 you say we're going to award a hundred dollars against

4 someone who has a thousand dollars in their bank

5 account, and then in another situation you say, well,

6 we're going to award a hundred dollars against someone

7 who has a million dollars in their bank account.

8 Because everything is relative, is there the same

9 deterrence or discouragement effect?  And the answer is

10 no, of course, because a hundred dollars to someone who

11 has a million dollars is like a small mosquito bite.

12         And if in fact you want to deter and discourage

13 and not only protect the Gibsons, but other people in

14 our society, it has to be relevant and it can't be a

15 mosquito bite.  That's why for the first time you are

16 going to hear about the wealth and resources of Oberlin

17 College.  And you will hear that their net, after bills

18 and obligations, they're a billion-dollar institution.

19 That's B, billion.

20         So you are going to hear that.  You are going to

21 hear how for first time also, that you have the right in

22 this case to determine that the Gibsons should be

23 reimbursed or awarded attorney fees.  And you will

24 recall that in your jury instructions, as to the

25 compensatory damages, there was actually a specific
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1 provision read to you by the Court and in writing saying

2 you are not to consider that.

3         And in fact, we have a shot of it.  That's slide

4 seven.  And if you recall -- and I know it's always fun

5 going through those, always very clear jury

6 instructions.  It says -- you read in the first part of

7 the case, economic loss means any of the following types

8 of financial harm.  And it goes on to say, this -- all

9 the financial harm, it says, "Any other expenditure

10 incurred as a result of the plaintiffs' injury other

11 than attorney fees."

12         So you were prohibited from awarding any

13 attorney fees.  And so why is that important in the

14 punitive damage case?  Because of the, oftentimes,

15 relative David and Goliath nature of the battle.  A

16 billion-dollar company has the ability to pay, well, in

17 this case, 11 attorneys.

18         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, objection.  This is not

19 an appropriate subject for the punitive damages phase.

20 I believe the Court ruled on this yesterday.

21         THE COURT:  Overruled.  He's allowed to talk

22 about attorney fees.  Attorney Plakas, continue.

23         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you.  So you will not be

24 requested to determine the amount of attorney fees.

25 That is a decision for Judge Miraldi in his discretion
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1 to determine what's reasonable.

2         But to get to attorney fees, the only way you

3 can make a verdict and award the attorney fees is if you

4 first award the punitive damages.  And the punitive

5 damage award is going to be totally in your discretion,

6 but it at least has to be one dollar.  I'm not

7 suggesting that punitive damages of one dollar is

8 appropriate.  Obviously that wouldn't.  It would be less

9 than a mosquito bite.  But unless you award attorney

10 fees, then the Gibsons have to deal with that.

11         And in the punitive damage phase, I think it's

12 appropriate that if someone has taken on a

13 David-and-Goliath battle and the purpose of it is

14 discouragement and deterrent not only for the defendant,

15 but for everybody else, I believe that the theory of the

16 law is they're helping all of us, they're helping the

17 entire community.  If someone helps the entire community

18 and protects them against having to go through what the

19 Gibsons have gone through, then they should not be

20 burdened with attorney fees, and you have the right to

21 say, we're going to lift this burden off your shoulders.

22 We're going to award punitive damages in an amount we

23 determine appropriate.  And then we're going to check

24 the box to pass it on to Judge Miraldi to say, Judge,

25 we've determined that attorney fees are appropriate.  It
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1 shouldn't be a burden on the Gibsons.  You determine how

2 much it is.  That's totally his discretion.

3         So with these issues -- and we've talked about

4 deterrence and importance and discouragement.  Why?  At

5 the end of the last case, last portion of the case, I

6 said -- I asked you, I think you asked yourself, "Why

7 should you care about the Gibsons?"  And in this

8 portion, I'm going to ask you, "Why should the rest of

9 the country care?"

10         And we talked about a national tipping point.

11 And if indeed, when you are finally able to read

12 newspapers and read articles and read the internet and

13 watch TV, if indeed there was interest and if indeed you

14 come across stories in the New York Times or the

15 Washington Post or Fox News or CNN or Wall Street

16 Journal, if indeed something like that would happen,

17 whatever the media source it is, why do you think they

18 would have been and are so interested?  And I would

19 submit to you that it's because words have indeed become

20 weapons.  And what's happening in our society as a

21 result of words becoming weapons and the internet and

22 defamation and people attacking each other, and the

23 atmosphere, all of us have lived long enough to

24 recognize, that something is happening in terms of the

25 atmosphere in our country, and our anger and our words
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1 and our attacks.  And the reason this is a tipping point
2 and the reason that you may, when you are able to read
3 the media or see the media, the reason there may be
4 national interest in this case is because everyone
5 recognizes that.
6         And the other reason is, everyone recognizes the
7 importance of properly educating our youth because
8 they're our future, and whatever lessons and training
9 they get, we're all going to be affected by it.

10         So those twin purposes, that's why I would
11 suggest that this portion of the hearing, even though
12 it's much smaller in time and hopefully we will be done
13 in a day, it may be much, much more important, and the
14 magnitude of the issues and the financial justice may
15 surpass what you've already done.  Because ultimately,
16 what the punitive damage portion's intent is, let's
17 teach an institution not to the pour gasoline on fires.
18 What will it take to get them to change their attitude
19 and what will it take to get others similarly situated
20 to change their attitude?  And we've got to each them
21 that they're not above the law and they can't make up
22 their own rules, and at some point you have to admit
23 that maybe you were wrong.
24         And we suggested at the end of the last case,
25 wouldn't it have been better for everybody if they just
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1 could have written a letter like I composed, and it was,

2 look at very quickly, slides 2, 3 and 4.  You saw this.

3 And they of course -- and you saw they never considered

4 writing a letter like this.  Rather than writing a

5 letter recognizing that maybe they need to come to the

6 community and say -- Beth, if you could scroll to the

7 second or third page.  We don't have to reread it.  We

8 read it once already into the record.

9         Rather than doing that, our job in this portion

10 of the case is to figure out, have they learned

11 anything?  Have they been taught anything?  Are they

12 accepting your advice in terms of your determination?

13 Or are they holding to their position that we saw in

14 Exhibit 217 -- and if we highlight the second sentence

15 on the first paragraph -- is it still their position, as

16 it always has appeared to be, that the college and Dr.

17 Raimondo "deny and reject all claims asserted in the

18 lawsuit, and we will vigorously defend against them"?

19         So that brings us then to the three issues that

20 you are going to decide.  We're going to take a look at

21 those three causes of actions, those three claims that

22 Judge Miraldi already identified to you.  And again,

23 none of this is easy in terms of working through the

24 jury instructions and the jury interrogatories.

25         Very quickly then, before we close, we have a
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1 board that we believe helps to at least forecast the

2 road that you will be required to take, if you so

3 choose, to get to the point of punitive damages and

4 attorney fees.  And the law is quirky in many regards,

5 as you may have already seen.  And although the evidence

6 and the standards are very similar, you have to work

7 through some of the nuances of the language.

8         So just as a forecast of what we will be asking

9 you at the end of the day today, the first issue is the

10 libel claim.  And with regard to that first issue, we've

11 put up -- we've created, as a demonstrative aid for you,

12 on what the standard we believe Judge Miraldi will

13 advise you of and what we think the evidence is that

14 supports your ability to take a path on the libel claim

15 for punitive damages.  And that is slide N, if we can

16 pull it up.

17         With regard to the punitive damage phase, each

18 of the claims require a finding of actual malice.  But

19 actual malice is a little bit different in terms of the

20 definition for libel.  So we've summarized what we

21 believe that the translation, interpretation and the

22 words that you will hear.

23         So for libel punitive damages, it requires

24 actual malice.  And what is actual malice?  It's a false

25 statement with knowledge that it is false or -- in all
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1 of these things, you are always going to see "or."  You

2 don't have to meet all of the elements, but when you see

3 an "or," it could be one or the other -- or with

4 reckless disregard whether it is false or not.

5         Now, the law has been defined for libel punitive

6 damages, what is reckless disregard?

7         Reckless disregard is that the defendant acted

8 while they were aware of the probable falsity of a

9 statement -- okay, you are aware of the probable

10 falsity, that's reckless disregard -- or it's also

11 reckless disregard if you have serious doubts as to the

12 truth of the statement.

13         You can also infer reckless disregard when the

14 defendant fails to investigate and that the defendant

15 acted with reckless disregard to the statement of truth

16 or falsity.  So if in fact they should be investigated

17 and they are not, or if in this case if they commit to

18 investigate and they don't or --

19         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, I apologize.  I have to

20 investigate -- I have to object to counsel's statement

21 as to the failure to investigate as an improper

22 statement of law.  The Court instructs the jury as to

23 the law.

24         THE COURT:  He's using this as a demonstrative

25 aid.  I will provide you with the law on this.  Counsel,
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1 you may continue.

2         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you.

3         And again, as we indicate, this is the pathway.

4 We believe it is accurate, it summarizes it.  And

5 obviously, the final determination of any law or any

6 reference to the law is Judge Miraldi's.  We're doing

7 our best to avoid any confusion and show you the

8 pathway.

9         So with regard then to libel, punitive damages,

10 the test, the pathway that gets us to punitive damages

11 and the award of attorney fees is the reckless

12 disregard.  You've seen the two definitions, the factors

13 that go into reckless disregard.

14         So then if we go to the second page, what

15 information do you have with regard to reckless

16 disregard?  You will recall that the flyer, which is

17 Exhibit 263, said, "A member of our community was

18 assaulted by the owner of this establishment."  We know,

19 and for a hundred years, as the community knows, that it

20 goes generation by generation.  The owners, it's been

21 undisputed, the owners that are and were the owners of

22 Gibson's Bakery are Grandpa and David at that time, and

23 still.

24         So they're accusing them, in fact, that Grandpa

25 apparently was able to assault someone, which is a
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1 crime.  And you've already heard the Court describe, for

2 purposes of defamation the prior part of the case,

3 there's already been a judicial declaration of

4 statements in this flyer, constitute defamation per se.

5         But what other statements are in the flyer?

6 "This is a racist establishment with a long account of

7 racial profiling and discrimination."  And what are the

8 defamatory statements?  In the Student Senate

9 Resolution, "Gibsons has a history of racial profiling

10 and discriminatory treatment of students and residents

11 alike."

12         So was when the college aided and abetted,

13 supported, passed out the flyers, allowed the Student

14 Senate Resolution to be posted, is this and was this a

15 reckless disregard of whether these statements were

16 false or not?

17         So if we go to the third page.  With regard to

18 the statement of assault, which is a crime, it was

19 clear, and you will see -- you will recall the trial

20 testimony.  And again, as I said, to put the pieces of

21 the puzzle together, some of the information you will be

22 hearing, we have to -- it's already part of the puzzle,

23 but there's some gaps, and we put additional pieces.

24         So the part of the puzzle you already knew is

25 that Defendant Raimondo knew the night of the incident
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1 that there was no indication of an assault by Grandpa or

2 David.  And in fact, Victor Ortiz explained to them what

3 the charges were; it was shoplifting and all the other

4 charges.  And we won't go into those again.  But clearly

5 they knew and they recklessly disregarded the truth or

6 falsity of that.

7         If we go to the next page with regard to -- move

8 from the falsity of the assault allegation to the

9 falsity of the flyers saying, "this is a racist

10 establishment with a long account of racial profiling

11 and discrimination."  And what is the support for that,

12 that they should have known the falsity of this?

13         You've got trial testimony of the fact that they

14 have been doing business with Oberlin for over a

15 century.  There's absolutely no record, no claim, no

16 complaints until that evening, when all these things

17 ended up being, I'll say, engineered.  They knew that.

18 They knew the history.

19         Then you haven't seen Exhibit 111.  And you will

20 start to see it in some of these new exhibits, that

21 early on members of the community, whom are respected

22 and know the history and know the interactions, are

23 sending letters and e-mails and communications directly

24 to President Krislov and Vice President Raimondo.  And

25 we've quoted, for example, Exhibit 111 that you haven't
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1 seen before, it says, "To treat either Mr. Gibson or his

2 business as racist seems to us completely inappropriate

3 in multiple ways."  And the communication goes on.

4         Exhibit 161, which you haven't seen, talks --

5 again, a community member says, "I've known David Gibson

6 and his father for more than 50 years.  They are a

7 family of gentle and fine people."  These are people

8 that don't just come out of the woodwork.  You will see

9 that these people have relationships with Oberlin

10 College.

11         If you go to the next page of the slide,

12 Exhibit 485, which again you haven't seen and is new, is

13 from James Henderson to VP Raimondo.  And you know, he

14 goes -- you see the quote.  "This is does not sound like

15 the family I've known for nearly my entire life."

16         You add that to what you heard from the stand

17 from Chief of Staff Protzman.  And what did he say?  He

18 said, "None of the Oberlin College administrators

19 thought that the Gibsons are racist."

20         You then go to 458-1, which is new.  And we are

21 showing you for the first time that Vice President Ben

22 Jones sent Raimondo a text message relating that he

23 heard that the shoplifting was clear, which we now know

24 it was, and they should have known.  And there was no

25 racial profiling.  You add that to the trial testimony
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1 in terms of fitting the pieces of the puzzle together of

2 May 10th where Chief of Staff Protzman again said, he

3 had never personally -- had never heard personally that

4 suggested prior to November of '16, that the Gibson

5 family had a long history of respect.

6         Trial testimony from Tita Reed confirming her

7 experience; no history.  If we go to the next page,

8 trial testimony of President Krislov confirmed that no

9 one had suggested to him -- remember, he was there for

10 ten years -- that the Gibson family was racist.

11         Trial testimony from the 13th, security chief

12 from Oberlin, director of security, Rick McDaniel

13 confirms again what everyone is saying.

14         And Exhibit 63 shows, in terms of their reckless

15 disregard of the truth, to put exclamation points in all

16 the evidence of support, Tita Reed, as you saw from the

17 exhibit, basically -- even when Emily Crawford, an

18 employee of the communications department, said, you

19 know, I've talked to 15 townies.  They say we are way

20 off.  They're disgusted and embarrassed by the treatment

21 that the college is giving.  This is November 11th.  The

22 protest is still going on.  And what did Tita Reed, the

23 high-ranking official say?  "Doesn't change a damned

24 thing for me."

25         So we continue then on the next slide.  The
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1 failure to investigate.  You will hear instructions,

2 when we are there, from the judge.  But we believe that

3 it's appropriate that the defendants' failure to

4 investigate may be considered as evidence that the

5 defendant acted with reckless disregard.

6         You've already seen Exhibit 67 where they said

7 they were going to commit every resource.  You heard the

8 trial testimony from Dave who said that VP Raimondo had

9 the community surveyed and not one person admitted or

10 suggested the Gibsons were racist.  You could take that

11 either way.

12         She claims that there was no such survey.  And

13 if there is no such survey, then in fact, what were they

14 telling the community when they said they're going to

15 commit every resource to getting to the bottom of

16 it?  If there was a survey and she concealed it, then

17 that's a reckless disregard.  It's a reckless disregard

18 either way.

19         And with regard to the survey, you again have --

20 you can now put it in more context.  Exhibit 158.  When

21 people asked about their investigation, committing every

22 resources, the press asked about it, then they dodged

23 the question.  Those were Raimondo's words.  And

24 ultimately said they're not investigating the Gibsons.

25 And McCloskey, in terms of the investigation, confirmed
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1 in his trial testimony in front of you on May 30th that

2 Tita Reed made no effort to gain more facts about the

3 November 9th arrest or the accusations.

4         So that's what we think is relevant.  Again,

5 we're taking the time now to summarize it, because we're

6 not going to -- we're not going to reintroduce all of

7 that.  You already have it.  We're going to request the

8 Court that it continue to be a part of the discussion.

9 So that was libel.

10         Now let's get to the other two causes of action

11 and the standards for those.  And interestingly enough,

12 even though you already saw one standard for the libel,

13 then the next standard that I'm going to show you

14 actually apply to all three, which if it isn't quirky, I

15 don't know what is.  But it's all consistent and you can

16 put all these together.

17         So once again, for punitive damages to either

18 the intentional interference with contractual

19 relationships or in fact the intentional infliction of

20 emotional distress, you will require actual malice

21 again, okay.  And there's -- for this part of it,

22 there's two kind was actual malice.  One is the state of

23 mind characterized by hatred, ill will or a spirit of

24 revenge.  And most of these you've heard.

25         And starting with -- this is slide L-1.  And we
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1 will -- you already have these in your exhibits.  You

2 will have these as part of the pieces of the puzzle that

3 come together with any new information.  And you've

4 already heard if the tests for actual malice for this

5 portion is a state of mind characterized by hatred, ill

6 will or spirit of revenge, then the evidence is there.

7         Exhibit 63, Tita Reed, "Doesn't change a damned

8 thing for me."  Exhibit 86, somebody who raises the

9 issue of the history of shoplifting, they say, "I'm so

10 sick of Kirk."  Exhibit 100, you've already heard, "It's

11 a great bargaining chip."  Exhibit 101, "Another tool

12 for leverage."  Exhibit 134 in terms of ill will or

13 spirit of revenge, "We should just give all the business

14 to Leo at IGA.  F 'em.  They've made their bed now."

15 Remember that they made their bed by -- I'm sorry.  I

16 know that I'm blocking you, so -- I'll try to move.  But

17 now I'm blocking you.  But you don't care.  Which means

18 that nothing was important.

19         Okay.  Could we start over again?

20         So I think I was at, I think, Exhibit 134.  And

21 then put into context, that's when VP Jones, with regard

22 to a family that sends an e-mail to President Krislov

23 who forwards it to Jones and Reed, what do they say?

24 That the family is accusing the college of making rash

25 assumptions.  VP Jones basically says that the family
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1 and the Gibson supporters are idiots.  Those people that

2 think that the college did something wrong, are

3 supportive of the Gibson plight, are idiots.

4         If you go to the next slide, Exhibit 145, you

5 already, in terms of special treatment and that relative

6 to spirit of revenge or ill will, you already saw

7 Exhibit 145.  "So can we draft a legal document clearly

8 stating that once the charges are dropped orders will

9 resume?"

10         And Exhibit 206, you've already heard about the

11 spirit of revenge in terms of Interim Assistant Dean

12 Toni Myers said, "I hope we rain fire and brimstone on

13 these people."  If that's not the spirit of revenge, I'm

14 not sure what is.

15         New exhibit, Exhibit 248.  With regard to the

16 situation, Raimondo says in a text message to Tita Reed,

17 "It will break my heart if that stupid bakery order is

18 used to screw these kids."  And if that's not in spirit

19 of ill will and revenge that you haven't seen before.

20 And this stupid bakery order is a bakery order that's

21 been around for a hundred years.

22         Exhibit 91, Raimondo, in terms of a spirit of

23 revenge, is concerned that she wants the protests to

24 stop because now counter-protesters are coming and

25 they're actually supporting the Gibsons.  And because
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1 the college and the students are trying to boycott the

2 Gibsons, they don't want -- she doesn't want to

3 counter-protesters to be there to give the Gibsons money

4 because they want the Gibson's out of business,

5 apparently.

6         Exhibit 322 is another new exhibit, which

7 Raimondo sends a text to the Oberlin College employees

8 and she doubles down.  Counter-protesters will only send

9 even more business into Gibson's if student protester

10 are there today.  Students stay away.  You are

11 attracting business for the Gibsons.  We don't want the

12 Gibsons to have business.

13         Again, you already heard the famous thing about

14 when professor, emeritus Professor Roger Copeland sent

15 the letter to the editor being critical of the college

16 and supportive of the Gibsons, what did they say?

17 Effing Roger Copeland.  And Raimondo says, F him.  I say

18 unleash the students.  Spirit of ill will and revenge.

19         You may have forgotten when Professor Jan Miyake

20 was here for a short period of time.  She said that the

21 Gibson brand has definitely been smeared.  That's

22 consistent with what we talked about.  Once you defame

23 someone, that doesn't go away.  And they were

24 recognizing what they were doing.

25         So let's go -- that's one definition of actual
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1 malice.  Alternatively, you can find actual malice or

2 punitive damages.  If we go to the next slide, that's

3 slides three and four.  And that's defined -- and Judge

4 Miraldi will, if we've taken any liberties, he will

5 correct it.  But we believe the definition you will hear

6 alternatively for actual malice is a conscious disregard

7 for the rights and safety of another person that has a

8 great possibility of causing substantial harm.

9         And again, there's new exhibits that are

10 relevant to this.  We've already made reference to

11 Exhibit 111.  161 is from the 50-year Oberlin College

12 alumnus, sending to Krislov and Raimondo and saying,

13 "Oberlin College should not tarnish the Gibson's

14 reputation and impair their income by rushing to

15 judgment."  Of course, the college recklessly disregards

16 this advice and the truth in those statements.

17         We will talk further about the issue with

18 passing out the flyer to Jason Hawk and it being

19 published.  And you've already heard in terms of the

20 conscious disregard for the rights and safety of the

21 Gibsons.  We already heard Ferd Protzman -- rather, my

22 suggestion was they send that letter that I composed.

23         You heard by video twice, so we're not going to

24 play again, Ferd Protzman on video said, "We never at

25 any time considered sending a letter correcting or
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1 retracting our statements or our support or any

2 impression that the college was believing that the

3 Gibsons were racists, have assaulted somebody, or had a

4 history of racial profiling."

5         And again, the gravity of that is their own

6 president said that being, on May 29th, "Being called a

7 racist is one of the worst things that you can be

8 called."  The next page, which is four, continuing, they

9 called Lieutenant McCloskey.  What did he say?  This is

10 relevant to the issue of whether they were disregarding

11 the rights of another person.  He said that it's been

12 his understanding that Oberlin College administration

13 has even been obstructionists to the Oberlin Police

14 Department.

15         And then Chief of Staff Protzman testified that

16 there was nothing to justify the discontinuation of the

17 long-standing order.  And in that regard, that relates

18 to the conscious disregard for the rights and safety of

19 persons.  They have a right to continue that business

20 relationship.

21         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, can you please take that

22 down?  That contains an excerpt of an exhibit that you

23 excluded yesterday.

24         THE COURT:  Let's approach.  Bring the exhibit.

25                            ***
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1        (A sidebar discussion was had as follows.)

2                           ***

3         MR. PLAKAS:  That's not going to go up.

4         MS. ZIDAR:  That was Donica Varner's letter.

5         THE COURT:  I didn't see it.  I didn't see it.

6         MR. PLAKAS:  I didn't see it either.

7         THE COURT:  So the objection is sustained.

8                            ***

9              (The sidebar discussion ended.)

10                           ***

11         MR. PLAKAS:  So I ran through those very

12 quickly, mostly because you've already seen them several

13 times.  But we try to put together a piece of the puzzle

14 to make it all coherent and to help you navigate this

15 portion.

16         Again, this case and this portion of the case

17 is, I believe, of the Gibsons, what the Gibsons went

18 through, is critically important, and no one should have

19 to go through that.  I believe the evidence in this case

20 and your power enables you to do something that makes

21 sure that this verdict, as it spreads across our state

22 and our country, deters and discourages others from ever

23 putting anybody else in a situation like the Gibsons

24 again.

25         Thank you for your patience.  And again, we hope
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1 to be done today.  Thank you.

2         THE COURT:  For the defense.

3         MS. ZIDAR:  Your Honor, thank you.  Members of

4 the jury.  Counsel.

5         Ladies and Gentlemen, you have spoken.  You have

6 sent a profound message.  We have heard you.  Believe me

7 when I say colleges across the country have heard you.

8 Before you rendered your verdict last Friday, we already

9 knew things had to change.  The college never wants to

10 be sitting at this table again.  The verdict you

11 rendered underscored that point and the importance of

12 change by orders of magnitude.

13         But, in fact, the college had already started

14 taking steps to change, to make sure this never did

15 happen again.  What kinds of things have they

16 done?  Well, they have done several.  I can give you

17 about five.

18         One of the things they have done is that they

19 are monitoring the activities of student organizations

20 much more closely.  And this includes, in particular,

21 how the college responds to student protests.  They are

22 also increasing oversight of the student senate and of

23 the resolutions that they pass.  They're scrutinizing

24 more closely how student activity funds are being spent

25 or approved.  They're addressing and improving their
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1 internal communications.  Perhaps most importantly, they

2 are making it clear to students from day one what is

3 expected of them and what will not be tolerated.  And

4 they are -- they are specifically encouraging good

5 citizenship.  They are working with local law

6 enforcement, community members and merchants to repeat

7 that message and enforce that message.

8         We're now moving to stage two of the trial, as

9 the Court introduced this process to you.  The evidence

10 that you hear today, the arguments that you hear today

11 are not intended to have any impact whatsoever on the

12 liability that you found on your decision as to the

13 merits of the case.  That part of the trial is behind

14 us.  Instead, the evidence and arguments that you will

15 hear is pertinent to only one issue; and that is,

16 whether punitive damages should be levied as Mr. Plakas

17 has said.

18         So let's talk about punitive damages.  They're

19 very different than other kinds of damages.  They are

20 not compensatory damages.  You have already awarded the

21 Gibsons what you thought was necessary to make them

22 whole.  Mr. Plakas talked about words being weapons,

23 about words hurting and causing damage.  You agreed with

24 him, and you awarded the Gibsons a sizeable amount of

25 money, the amount of money you thought was necessary and
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1 appropriate to remedy that harm.  That's not what this

2 is about.

3         This is about -- not about compensating

4 plaintiffs.  It's about punishing the defendants and

5 it's about discouraging future conduct.  I can tell you,

6 bad conduct has already been discouraged.  Wrongful

7 conduct has already been discouraged by the verdicts you

8 have already rendered.

9         So the issue is, does the college, does Dean

10 Raimondo deserve punishment separate and apart from the

11 compensation you awarded the Gibsons?  Before you award

12 punitive damages, the plaintiffs must prove that Oberlin

13 College and Dean Raimondo acted with actual malice.

14 You're getting a little bit of déjà vu because you

15 addressed these issues in your deliberations previously.

16 You are exactly right.  You did with respect to the

17 libel claim.

18         And I'll run through it a little quicker than

19 Mr. Plakas did.  I do want to bring your attention to a

20 few things.

21         Would you bring up slide one.

22         With respect to the defamation claims, actual

23 malice is defined with respect to the publications at

24 issue.  There's only two publications at issue here.

25 It's not e-mails.  It's not text messages.  There's two
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1 publications:  the flyer and the Student Senate

2 Resolution and the state of mind of the defendants at

3 the time those publications were made.  And remember, my

4 colleague Mr. Panza talked with you at closing about

5 what was Meredith Raimondo thinking when she walked to

6 the protest and was handed that flyer?  Did she have an

7 opportunity at that moment, the morning of

8 November 10th, to form a belief as to the truth or the

9 falsity of the statements contained therein?  You

10 already passed upon those.  You decided upon those.

11         The Student Senate Resolution.  At the time it

12 was published -- by the way, it was not published by the

13 college.  I understand, again, you have held us

14 responsible for that.  I'm not questioning that.  I'm

15 just drawing your attention to the point that the issue

16 of actual malice is when it was created, when it was

17 published, not what does the student senate know, what

18 did the people that you are holding accountable know.

19 Did they know the contents of the Student Senate

20 Resolution were false?  They didn't even know it was

21 passed.  How could they know it was false?

22         Reckless disregard is either knowledge of

23 falsity, acting, publishing false statements knowing

24 they're false, or having serious doubts as to the truth

25 of the statement.  You considered this last week -- at
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1 least I think it was last week.  I'm losing track of

2 time.  And you made the decision on your verdict forms

3 that no, you didn't think there was actual malice.  We

4 could run through those real quick.

5         Did Allyn Gibson prove by clear and convincing

6 evidence that Oberlin College acted with actual malice?

7 There's the "no" circled.  Did Allyn Gibson prove by

8 clear and convincing evidence Dean Raimondo acted with

9 actual malice?  No.

10         Would you go to the next one.

11         Same.  They all look the same.  Did David Gibson

12 prove by clear and convincing evidence Oberlin College

13 acted with actual malice in libeling him?  No.  Did

14 David Gibson prove Meredith Raimondo acted with actual

15 malice in libeling him?  No.  And so on.

16         The next is as to Gibson Bros.  Did the bakery

17 prove that?  No; no.

18         Folks, I don't think you are going to see

19 anything in this stage of the proceedings that's going

20 to change that, okay.  The text messages, the

21 convictions a year after the protests isn't going to

22 retroactively make what Dean Raimondo knew on the day of

23 the protests any different.

24         So that's libel actual malice.  In other words,

25 sometimes called constitutional actual malice.  If you
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1 ever hear about cases like New York Times versus

2 Sullivan and the Gertz case, that's what that's all

3 about.

4         The other two claims are a little different.

5 They concern a different kind of what we refer to in the

6 legal field as common law malice.  And those concern the

7 claims of tortious interference and intentional

8 infliction of emotional distress.

9         And if we can put slide six up.

10         And these are a little different.  As opposed to

11 constitutional actual malice, the libel claim, the focus

12 on that is the publisher's, the wrongdoer's attitude

13 toward the truth of the statement.  This actual malice

14 is very different.  It's about the attitude towards the

15 plaintiffs; not truth of the statement, but the attitude

16 towards the plaintiff.

17         And what does it say?  This kind of actual

18 malice, which is pertinent, again, to the two claims,

19 tortious interference and intentional infliction of

20 emotional distress, the plaintiffs need to prove with

21 clear and convincing evidence that these two, these two

22 claims, these two wrongs, these two claims were

23 proved -- were committed with hatred, ill will, a spirit

24 of revenge or conscious disregard for the rights and

25 safety of another that has a great probability of
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1 causing substantial harm.

2         So I think we know what hatred is, right?

3 That's pretty understandable.  I think we know what

4 conscious disregard, what spirit of revenge is.  Those

5 are kind of common, everyday terms.  Hatred and spirit

6 of revenge, meanness, right?

7         But conscious disregard is a little different.

8 That's something that you know is so serious but it's --

9 you are doing it consciously, conscious.  Latin is to

10 know, knowingly.  You are knowingly engaging in activity

11 that has a great probability of causing grievous harm,

12 fatal harm, something like shooting a gun into the air.

13 You may not be intending to kill somebody, but there is

14 a great probability that bullet is going to come down

15 and that bullet is going to cause substantial harm,

16 possibly fatal harm.  Drunk driving is the same thing.

17 You are knowingly exposing others to fatal risk.

18         So that's common law malice.  That's the

19 standard in your deliberations that you need to apply to

20 the torts of tortious interference with business and

21 intentional infliction of emotional distress.  You have

22 not decided that yet as opposed to the libel.  This is

23 different.

24         And you do need to have a firm belief as opposed

25 to the general verdicts you rendered with respect to the
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1 other claims.  That was a preponderance of the evidence,

2 right?  The scale.  Just a little bit more, we're there.

3 It doesn't take too much.  51 percent, the greater

4 weight.

5         Clear and convincing, you need to be sure.  You

6 need to be certain.  There's a higher standard because

7 punitive damages are so serious, they are so damaging,

8 they're punishing.  Clear and convincing evidence.

9         So what are some things that aren't malice, that

10 aren't malicious?  Well, obviously negligence is not

11 malicious.  It's wrong.  You can hold somebody liable

12 for negligence, but it's not malicious.  It's not bad

13 judgment.  It's not aloofness.  It's not misguided

14 ideology.  It's not a failure to investigate.  It's not

15 foul language.  It's not being inconsiderate, being

16 rash, being impulsive.  Malicious means we intended to

17 harm the Gibsons.  The people who had actual

18 decision-making authority intended serious harm to be

19 done.

20         So let's take a look at two of the claims, the

21 tortious interference claim and the infliction of

22 emotional distress claim, and see who you found -- there

23 were lots of claims, there's lots of parties, there's

24 lots of plaintiffs.

25         Just to revisit what your findings were, with
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1 respect to Oberlin College, you found that Oberlin

2 College was liable for the intentional, for the tort of

3 intentional infliction of emotional distress, but not

4 Dean Raimondo.  Conversely, you found that Dean Raimondo

5 was liable for tortious interference, business

6 interference, but not intentional infliction of

7 emotional distress.  That's important.

8         Whose state of mind should you be focusing on

9 when you are examining punitive damages?  Allow me to

10 suggest that the focus of your inquiry should be on the

11 persons who were most involved in the decision-making.

12 During the decision-making, when was the most relevant

13 time period?  It was November 2016 through January 2017,

14 three months; November, December, January.

15         You've already determined that the defendants

16 didn't libel the Gibsons with actual malice.

17 Negligence, yes, but not the intentional, deliberate

18 publication of the defamatory material.

19         That's important.  Why?  Because I think --

20 would you put the tort slide back up, the last one we

21 had?

22         The tortious interference claim and the

23 intentional infliction of emotional distress claim,

24 these two claims are inextricably intertwined with the

25 defamation, right?  Do you think these would stand alone
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1 if the protests had never happened, if the flyer was

2 never distributed, if the Student Senate Resolution was

3 never passed?  I don't think so.

4         Since you found Dean Raimondo didn't maliciously

5 libel the Gibsons, I would hope you would find that she

6 didn't maliciously interfere with their business.  I

7 would hope that you would find that Oberlin College

8 didn't act maliciously with intent, with hatred in

9 causing Mr. Gibson and Grandpa Gibson emotional

10 distress.

11         So let's think about the claim against -- you

12 found -- held Dean Raimondo liable for, business

13 interference.  Was that malicious?  Was that motivated

14 by hatred, spite of the Gibsons?  Dean Raimondo didn't

15 even know the Gibsons.  Why would she try to hurt

16 them?  Why would she intend to harm them?

17         The temporary suspension of the orders with

18 Gibson's Bakery wasn't an attempt to injure Grandpa

19 Gibson.  It wasn't an attempt to injure Mr. David

20 Gibson.  It was simply an attempt to press the pause

21 button, a cooling-off period.  You remember Dean

22 Raimondo's texts, her own words, right?  She was trying

23 to buy time.

24         If we could put that slide up this.  This

25 Exhibit W-24.  This is Dean Raimondo's text with Michele
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1 Gross is November 10th.  She's at the protests.  Her

2 feet are on the ground.  She's surrounded by two or

3 three hundred angry, volatile students.

4         She's texting Michele Gross and she's saying,

5 "Are we putting the Gibson's --" this is about where is

6 the Gibson food?  Is it on campus?  What are we going to

7 do about it?  Michele Gross tells her, "We just found

8 out Stevenson dough," one of the dining halls, "is

9 Gibson's.  Do you really want no pizza?"  College kids

10 love pizza, right?  What's her response?  "Ugh."

11         Can you highlight that, get that any bigger,

12 Theresa?

13         This is November 10th.  "Is there anything else

14 we can do?  Students at the protests have already

15 announced for other dining services to sever ties.  I'm

16 trying to buy time."  Does this sound like hatred?  Does

17 that sound like spite?  Does that sound like she wants

18 to fatally injury the Gibsons?  Or is she just trying to

19 figure out what she should do?  What is she motivated

20 by?  She's motivated by 200 angry students.  She's not

21 motivated to hurt the Gibsons.  She's not acting

22 maliciously.

23         You heard President Krislov testify.  He said,

24 "I really begged Mr. Gibson to talk with the students."

25 And not the students involved in the shoplifting
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1 incident, but students who understood what was going on

2 at the protests.  He wanted -- he wanted to facilitate

3 discussion, so the parties could come together and move

4 forward.  Does it sound like he hated the Gibsons?

5         From a practical standpoint, he said that he

6 agreed with the decision with Dean Raimondo, with

7 respect to the temporary suspension of orders, because

8 from a practical standpoint, you know, it didn't make a

9 whole lot of sense to keep ordering food that the

10 students were saying they weren't going to eat.

11         Now, you have held that was unjustified,

12 right?  That suspension was unjustified and that Dean

13 Raimondo should be held liable for the tortious

14 interference.  So that's not -- again, that's not a

15 question.  We're not questioning the liability.  The

16 question is, was it malicious?  Is it worthy of

17 punishment of punitive damages above and beyond

18 compensating the Gibsons for what they lost as a result

19 of that business interruption?  You've done that.

20 That's been taken care of.

21         There was no conscious intent to inflict injury

22 on the Gibsons by anyone who had actual decision-making

23 authority and whose recommendations were ultimately

24 followed.

25         Ben Jones was not making these decisions.  Tita
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1 Reed was not making these decisions.  Toni Myers, the

2 fire and the brimstone.  Again, that was eight months

3 after the orders had been resumed.  The business

4 relationship was back to normal.  These are inflammatory

5 things that are specifically being put in front of you

6 again and again and again to inflame your passion, to

7 sort of get your eye off the ball.

8         The official -- the official time period that

9 you want to look at is when was the college making

10 decisions?  When was it speaking officially?  November

11 of 2016, January of 2017.  And I have a timeline

12 demonstrative for you.  Hang on.  Highlight what the

13 college was doing when.  And again here, November 10th,

14 you saw that.  That's Meredith Raimondo on the ground,

15 on the 10th and the 11th, the temporary suspension

16 during the protests.

17         On the 14th, that's when the official -- she

18 gets the official clearance to, not just put the food

19 out, not just, not to put the food out, but to actually

20 not place the Gibson's order going forward.  That's on

21 the 14th.

22         That lasts through the rest of November; the

23 kids go on break, the rest of December; January.  By

24 January 20th, the people in charge, President Krislov,

25 Meredith Raimondo, who was intimately involved in this,
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1 they have already made the decision to resume business,

2 okay.

3         This is the e-mail by and between Ferd Protzman

4 and David Gibson, the e-mail that Ferd Protzman sent to

5 David Gibson below is the statement about resuming the

6 daily order.  This is January 2017.  "Following

7 discussions with Mr. Gibson and the local community, the

8 college has chosen to resume the business relationship

9 with the Gibsons as a good faith effort towards

10 continued cooperation while our community explores

11 concerns and questions about how we live, learn and

12 thrive together."

13         I don't see a whole lot of hatred in that

14 statement.

15         So let's talk a little more about what the

16 college has done, their action items going forward.

17 What have they done since this ordeal?  What has your

18 verdict underscored the magnitude of those changes?  For

19 one thing, as I said if before, the college clearly

20 informed students and local businesses that the college

21 expects good student behavior and will condemn bad

22 student behavior.

23         President Ambar, you saw her during the case in

24 chief and you will see her briefly during this process.

25 She has not turned a blind eye to shoplifting or other
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1 problematic student behavior.  She is calling it out as

2 it should be done.  In fact, last August, last

3 August 2018, before this case -- well before this case

4 ever went to trial, a new program was instituted at the

5 college requiring students to attend a good citizenship

6 seminar.

7         Let's take a look at the letter that went out.

8 And again, this was -- see if I can figure out how to

9 work this.  There we go.

10         August 7th, 2018.  This is the letter from

11 President Ambar to community leaders.  And this is --

12 can we go back out for a second?

13         So this went out to all of the community leaders

14 at or around the time that the freshman class was coming

15 in.  Yeah, let's look at that paragraph.  Let's read it

16 together.  We are also producing a new orientation

17 program designed to help students think through their

18 responsibilities as residents of the city of Oberlin.

19 This event, called Community 101, an OB's guide to being

20 a good neighbor, will include -- lots of people on

21 here -- the chief prosecutor and assistant law director,

22 the fire chief, city manager, Ben Franklin and MindFair.

23 Those other local business owners.  Police chief and

24 several, several members of the campus community.  The

25 goal is to introduce students to the town's many special
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1 qualities while communicating clearly the college's

2 expectation for appropriate behavior on a wide range of

3 issues, such as noise, street crossings, like parking

4 and shoplifting."

5         We haven't ignored this.  We're not pretending

6 things didn't need to change.  We know they needed to

7 change.  They are changing.  The college is working

8 actively with local merchants and other city officials

9 to instill accountability in our students.  Harm to the

10 Gibsons or any local merchant or person, is the last

11 thing, the last thing the college wants.  We want to

12 repair the harm that was caused by the protests and

13 everything that's gone along with this ordeal.

14         There's a reason the photograph of Gibson's

15 Bakery wasn't removed from our website when this lawsuit

16 was filed.  This picture features the college's

17 connection to the community, to the town, to the

18 downtown area.

19         The college doesn't hate you.  President Ambar,

20 Meredith Raimondo don't hate you.  They do want to

21 repair the harm.  They do want to put this behind them.

22 They do want to move forward together.  The college is

23 also monitoring student activities and the student

24 senate more closely.

25         As embarrassing as it is, Dean Raimondo,
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1 President Krislov, they had no idea that resolution was

2 posted on the bulletin board.

3         You know, there's a bulletin board down in the

4 clerk's office.  I bet you Judge Miraldi, respectfully,

5 and lots of people at the courthouse don't know all of

6 the flyers that are posted on there.  You can come and

7 go into a building every day and really not see things.

8 That's what happened.

9         Just plain ignorance, negligence.  It was wrong.

10 You've held us accountable for it.  But it wasn't

11 malicious.  It wasn't intended to hurt the Gibsons.  And

12 the college will take measures to ensure something like

13 that never happens again.

14         The college still has more work to do.  It's

15 begun it, and it still has more work to do in the manner

16 in which it deals with student unrest, with student

17 reactionary culture, impulsive behavior.  This is a

18 difficult issue, and it is working to improve it.  That

19 work has already begun.  And again, it began before this

20 jury was ever empaneled.

21         President Ambar will explain a little more about

22 that for you too.  And she has spearheaded a program

23 that the college has implemented that teaches students

24 to respect the rights of others, the property rights,

25 the business rights of others, while voicing their
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1 concerns; to listen to other people's perspective, not

2 just to voice your own grievances; to avoid jumping to

3 conclusions; to be accountable for their behavior.

4         We saw what happens when none of that goes on.

5 We don't want that to ever happen again.  So we are

6 instituting these kinds of programs, these kinds of

7 educational practice groups and seminars.  We want to

8 foster good citizens.  The community, the Gibsons,

9 everyone rightly expects that.  And the college

10 genuinely wants to help provide that.

11         Punitive damages.  So what would the imposition

12 of punitive damages mean in this case?  Aside from the

13 circumstances that brought us all here today, Oberlin

14 College has a significant positive impact on Lorain

15 County.  The college is among one of the county's top 20

16 employers.  It employs over 1100 people; not just

17 administrators and deans and professors, but people who

18 work in the library, grounds maintenance crews,

19 custodians.  Its mere presence in the community, its

20 total student, faculty and employee population helps

21 drive the local economy; the demand for hotels, for

22 dining services, entertainment service.  The college

23 directly and indirectly accounts for tens of millions of

24 dollars throughout the county.

25         So the imposition of punitive damages, I will
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1 tell you, will adversely impact people who had

2 absolutely nothing to do with anything going on in this

3 litigation.  As plaintiffs themselves pointed out, the

4 student protesters only comprised a very small portion

5 of the student population.  Most of them were going

6 about their business.  They were in class.  They were in

7 the library studying for exams.  The overwhelming

8 majority of students who had nothing to do with the

9 protests would be hurt by a punitive damages award.

10 Students who rely on financial aid and scholarship just

11 to attend this college to get a college education, they

12 will be hurt.  The college employees, some of whom

13 supported the Gibsons, some of whom you heard testify

14 here, they will be hurt.  Punitive damages would just

15 weaken Oberlin College, the institution, as a whole.  It

16 would hurt Lorain County, your home, my home.

17         In closing, I would like to say on behalf of

18 Meredith Raimondo, Oberlin College, past President

19 Krislov, current President Ambar, we deeply regret what

20 this ordeal has caused for the Gibsons.  This has been a

21 difficult ordeal for everyone.  We are sorry our

22 students stole from you.  It's unacceptable.  It should

23 be condemned and it is being condemned.

24         To the jury, your verdict has had a dramatic

25 impact.  The verdict you already rendered has had a
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1 dramatic impact on the individuals involved in this

2 litigation.  Both personally and professionally, Dean

3 Raimondo has been forever impacted by this.  President

4 Ambar is doing everything she can possibly think of to

5 ensure this never happens again.  The magnitude of your

6 verdict has literally sent shock waves through

7 institutions of higher education across this country.

8 Nothing further is required.

9         Thank you.

10         THE COURT:  First witness.

11         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

12         MR. RARRIC:  Your Honor, the plaintiffs would

13 call Rebecca Vazquez-Skillings.

14         THE COURT:  Ms. Skillings, come forward.

15         Ms. Skillings, so there's media here.  Listen.

16 Hold on.  As a witness, you have a right to decline that

17 you be filmed or photographed while you are on the

18 witness stand.

19         MS. VAZQUEZ-SKILLINGS:  I do not wish to be

20 filmed.

21         THE COURT:  She does not wish to be filmed or

22 photographed, members of the media, while she's on the

23 witness stand.  No, not while she's in the proceeding.

24         MS. VAZQUEZ-SKILLINGS:  Okay.

25         THE COURT:  You need to take your oath and take
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1 the witness stand.  Right here.  The bailiff will

2 administer the oath.

3                            ***

4         Thereupon, the witness, REBECCA

5 VAZQUEZ-SKILLINGS, was duly sworn to tell the truth, the

6 whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and testified as

7 follows:

8                            ***

9         MR. RARRIC:  Good morning, everyone.

10         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

11         CROSS-EXAMINATION OF REBECCA VAZQUEZ-SKILLINGS

12 BY MR. RARRIC:

13 Q.      Your name is Rebecca Vazquez-Skillings; is that

14 right?

15 A.      Correct.

16 Q.      You are the vice president for finance and

17 administration for Oberlin College?

18 A.      Correct.

19 Q.      In that role, you oversee the college's

20 finances?

21 A.      I do.

22         MR. RARRIC:  Beth, if we could put up

23 Exhibit 231.

24 Q.      Ma'am, you have that right in front of you.  You

25 recognize that document?
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1 A.      I do.

2 Q.      That is Oberlin College's financial report for
3 the year ending June 30, 2018, correct?
4 A.      It appears to be, yes.

5 Q.      That's the most recent financial report that the
6 college has issued, correct?
7 A.      That is correct.

8         MR. RARRIC:  First page.

9         MR. MATTHEW NAKON:  Thank you.

10         MR. RARRIC:  If we could turn to the first page

11 of that, Beth.

12 Q.      You were involved with the preparation of this
13 report, correct?
14 A.      Correct.

15 Q.      And you see your name at the top there, vice
16 president of finance and administration, right?
17 A.      Yes.

18 Q.      Who does this report go to?
19 A.      This report is actually, it's a public document.

20 So you have actually a public document.  But it is

21 prepared as part of our auditing process for our audit

22 committee and our board of trustees as the primary

23 audience.

24 Q.      Goes to the board of trustees?
25 A.      Correct.




